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1. State the project purpose and objectives. Provide a description of the project and 
how it will increase student involvement and achievement. Present a view of what the 
impact on the students will be and not simply just a nice addition to the classroom. 
(700 words) 
 
We would like to add a 6’ x 8’ greenhouse to support our school garden program.  It would 
provide a centralized location with optimal conditions to care for seeds started by students. With 
the help of the students, we will be able to water, feed, and up-pot the seedlings as needed.  
 
Last year our seed starts were housed in classrooms, many of which lacked adequate light and 
received inconsistent care. Some classes had about 50% germination failure because they were 
too dry, and other classes had plants that were leggy and floppy. When up-potting was needed, 
we had to intrude on class time.  Also the critical step of hardening off the seedlings was not 
possible.  In consequence, nearly all the starts failed when transplanted into the garden.  We 
reseeded and replanted many of them, but they were behind schedule and failed to thrive.  
 
The space allocated for the greenhouse is integrated into our garden area.  The garden is 
located in the school courtyard which students pass through as they go to and from recess.  It is 
also visible from a long bank of windows in the hallway, where I have seen many staff and 
students pausing to watch hummingbirds at the feeder, take in the flowers and the plants in their 
beds. 
  
Our program is run by parent volunteers. Lakshmi Tata and I (Amy Wachsmuth) coordinate 
twelve parents who are assigned to different classrooms. We also run our kids’ class garden. 
Each parent volunteer coordinates with their teachers to get students outside for garden 
activities.  
 
Our goal is 100% student participation. Each grade has one 8’ x 4’ raised bed including the SLC 
program.  We also have six smaller demonstration beds for teachers and garden parents to 
invent themed or experimental gardens. We want each student to get a chance to sow at least 



one seed to which they can provide care and watch it grow.  We also provide opportunities for 
deeper interactions to teachers and support teacher initiated activities. 
 
My favorite part of our program is recess work. As classes go to and from recess there is an 
open invitation for students to help.  We get prepared and save as much work as possible for 
when the students arrive with their chorus of “Can I help? Can I help?!”  If there are many 
students, I’ll often assign an older student as a mentor. We give out tasks, supervise the work, 
notice their efforts, and gently correct missteps.  
 
The greenhouse is a critical tool for making the annual vegetable growing successful. 
1. Student’s plants will have much better odds of surviving the transplanting process. 
2. Students will be able to see their plant starts as they go to and from recess. 
3. Students will be invited to help with watering, feeding, and up-potting tasks. 
4. They will learn the process of hardening off seedlings. 
 
It will provide the following additional benefits to our program: 
1. We can grow fall and winter crops in containers and in a small in-ground bed inside the 
greenhouse. 
2. We can grow interesting warmth loving crops like okra and peppers.  
3. Another feature available for teachers to use in practical science observations and 
experiments. 
 
Harvest Time!  
We carefully select our seeds for early and late season maturity. When things are ready this is 
where they go.  
1. Recess helpers get to browse and taste (usually peas and strawberries). 
2. The students are eager to bring home even a single potato to show their families.  

  
 
In the happy event that there is a bountiful harvest, we have discussed these options. 

● If a teacher was inclined, he/she could take the harvest from their class bed and have 
the students prepare and eat it. 

● Bring produce into the cafeteria for kids to sample, e.g.“Taste some red lettuce grown by 
the second grade!”  

● *Connect our harvest with families in our school community that could benefit from a 
share of fresh, organic vegetables.  



● *During the summer, we have a sign-up for families to care for the garden.  They are 
invited to take home whatever is ripe during that week.  

●  Donate a share to the local Food Bank and display a tally on our garden bulletin board. 
 

 
2. Describe the innovative/unique instructional methods, applications or tools the 
project will use, and why HSF funding is important for this project to happen. (400 
words) 
 
Aside from seed sowing time, most of the student interaction with the greenhouse will 
be done at recess time.  I’m always amazed at how many students choose to spend 
their free time working with us. Teachers will also be welcome to use the greenhouse 
for any science experiments or math problems they can dream up.  
 
Our garden program has stable funding for supplies and maintenance, but we 
appreciate grant funding for these big-ticket, infrastructural items. Our parent volunteers 
have worked hard to bring this program to our school to benefit all the students.  And 
we have reached deeply into our own pockets as well. This support from HSF would not 
only allow us to procure this item, but will also encourage us to keep investing our time, 
money, and energy to build, run, and maintain this program.  
 
3. Please describe the specific instructional methods or activities that will lead to the 
proposed student outcomes. (400 words) 
 
We distribute a carefully selected list of seeds to our teachers.  The list shows harvest 
times and whether or not they will need transplanting or direct sowing.  Teachers then 
select 4-6 varieties and submit their list to us. Last year one of our kinder teachers 
wanted a Peter Rabbit garden with cabbage, carrots, lettuce, and peas.  We even found 
a rabbit statue for her to paint on Peter’s blue coat.  
 
Next the parent volunteers for that class schedule a time to take groups of five students 
at time into the garden area.  There the students direct sow (if it’s time) and/or start 
seeds in newspaper pots.  The students water in their seeds and send it love, then 
return to class to send the next group. The seeds would then be moved into the 
greenhouse to germinate.  The students can peer through the plexi at recess time or 
come in and help when a garden volunteer is present.  
 
Under supervision, students will be in charge of watering, feeding, up-potting and 



hardening off plant starts.  As well as caring for the container plants and those in the 
in-ground bed. 
 
When the soil is warm enough, the parent volunteer will arrange a time with the teacher 
to bring students out to transplant the seedlings into the garden bed. 
 
Each class can have a container to maintain for warmth loving plants, and we will find 
an equitable way of using the in-ground bed, such as a lottery, or special privilege for our 
dedicated recess helpers, or for fifth graders to cultivate then to harvest early in their 
sixth grade year.   
 
4. Explain how you plan to assess and evaluate the anticipated student outcomes of 
this project. (200 words) 
 
The students will learn how a greenhouse can extend the growing season and shelter 
tender seedlings.  I’m certain we will need to experiment and fine tune our processes, 
but I expect to greatly increase the survival and health of our plant starts, and bring 
more activities to the garden during the late fall and winter seasons.  I’m excited to 
bring in students on a frosty winter day to feel the difference in the greenhouse.  
 
5. Outline a plan for sustaining the project beyond the grant year. (200 words) 
 
After the initial investment of grant funds for the greenhouse and installation materials, 
the maintenance of the structure and of the growing things within will be volunteer labor 
intensive and very low cost.  
 
However, should we need money to maintain the structure or buy supplies, our program 
is allotted a $300 budget from our PTO, and we host an annual plant sale fundraiser on 
STEAM Night.  So far we’ve operated on our fundraiser money and grant money, and 
have not yet used any of the budget from our PTO.  There just seems to be something 
magical about kids and gardens that makes local businesses generous with their 
products.   
 
I am confident that we will have adequate funds to maintain the greenhouse structure, 
purchase containers, potting soils, and greenhouse accessories we might need, to fully 
utilize this greenhouse for the duration of our garden program’s existence.  
 
6. Itemized Project Expenses 



Material estimate total: $1,109.82 
 
Costco: 
6’ x 8’ Greenhouse: $599 
 
Home Depot: 
Shelf Kits (Qty: 4): $138.42  
Shade Kit : $42.34  
Twin Shelf: $39.56  
Pavers (Qty: 110): $66.00  
Paver Sand (Qty: 4): $16.40  
Glue (for pavers, one 12 pack): $56.16 
Concrete Screws: $21.98 
Weed Barrier: $12.98 
 
Best Buy: 
Gravel 1/4 minus (1/2 yard) : $33  
Gravel Decorative (1/2 yard): $33  
 
Amazon: 
Wifi Thermometer: $49.99  
 
 
7. Describe your project plan for promoting HSF as the funding source to students, 
parents and the community. 
 
We will happily thank and promote HSF on our West Union Community Club Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/WestUnionElementary/), and on our school garden blog 
(https://www.hsd.k12.or.us/domain/1307). If there is a sign available, we will proudly hang it on 
our greenhouse. We also thank our grant sources on our garden program bulletin board in the 
school hallway. 

https://www.facebook.com/WestUnionElementary/
https://www.hsd.k12.or.us/domain/1307

